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Do your best to add as many details as Yelp will allow. The other big thing to keep in mind when it comes to
Yelp is how you handle feedback. If you get negative feedback, always answer in a polite, professional
manner. I have a whole section in my Complete Guide to Yelp post about how to handle negative reviews, but
the nutshell version is to always play the gracious host. You may also want to consider contacting the reviewer
privately for more information about any negative incidents. Some business owners offer to send gift cards to
Yelpers who have had less than favorable experiences, hoping to get them back in the door for a second
chance. Geo-targeted Ads For most restaurants, local is the name of the game. Geo-targeting ads help you save
money, ensuring that only users in certain cities or within a specific radius see your ads eliminating
non-relevant clicks, which can cost you big ad bucks. Be sure to take advantage of these handy targeting
features to get your best ads in front of your best customers. Be an Insta-Ham Having a strong Instagram
presence is another semi-obvious but too important to ignore restaurant marketing tip. Show off your
storefront, get up close with your top dishes, and use this social media main stage as a place to play around
with your brand identity. For example, an all-natural health food store might try snapping pics of people
kayaking, cooking, farming, or other activities you think your fan base will enjoy. Also be sure to have some
fun with hashtags â€” whether jumping on the hype of existing popular Twitter hashtags like
ThrowbackThursday or inventing your own, hashtags are a great way to have some fun with fans. Instagram is
a no-brainer for those in the food business â€” learn even more about Instagram marketing here. Use your
email newsletter as a chance to celebrate your success, discuss new menu items, or share special discounts.
Need some email newsletter templates or layouts? Promote User-Generated Content User-generated content
lovingly dubbed UGC is a great way to develop personal and intimate engagement with users. Consider
awarding some random lucky contestants with a free appetizer or other prize! Hosting and promoting
user-generated content shows customers that you appreciate them, turning occasional visitors into die-hard
devotees. Show Off Your Staff In an age of robotic customer service reps and soon to be self-driving cars, the
human element is severely lacking. Show off your 5-star staff doing what they do best! Seeing happy, smiling
employees does wonders for your reputation, as customers long to be served by joyful workers. Showing off
your pleasant employees also provides major reputation points â€” happy workers say a lot about a business,
and fans are sure to take notice. Often, the restaurants with a strong social media presence as part of their
restaurant marketing plan are the ones that fare the best, and in the competitive food industry, ignoring social
media is a death sentence. There are many great free and paid social media management tools â€” a few
popular free options include: A one-stop dashboard for keeping tabs on all your social media networks. Create
custom streams, schedule posts, and more. Buffer makes it easy to find, schedule, and share articles across
your networks. Staying active and posting valuable articles that your fan base will enjoy is key for social
success. Also check out this list of easy Facebook marketing ideas for any type of business. Fans will spread
the word, and newcomers will be encouraged to visit in person when they see trusted sources celebrating your
restaurant. Set Up Google Alerts Google Alerts notify you when your business name or other designated
keyword term appears in a new piece of content on the web! This makes it easy to keep tabs on who is talking
about you and your accolades. Start a Blog Starting your own blog is a great way to build community and
engage with your customers. Share your successes and struggles, funny stories, recipes, and anything else you
think might interest your customers. One great way to get reviews and press on the web is to invite food
bloggers to your restaurant to give you a try, and consider offering a free meal or appetizer to get them in the
door. Some bloggers might decline your offer, but the more you ask, the better your chances are of getting
some positive feedback and generating more interest online. Some food bloggers have big followings, and
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getting their attention can have a huge influence on your restaurant. Even just one write up or mention from a
major foodie can be a huge for restaurant promotion efforts. The stronger and more accurate your online
details are, the better. Does your food target patrons who prefer healthy eating? Or does your restaurant have a
more beer-and-wings kind of vibe? Understand who your target patrons are, then build your brand around
what they are interested in. Reflect these interests on your social media platforms and in your promotional
material. Time Those Tweets Twitter can be a true treasure for restaurants, and timing your tweets can have a
big influence on hungry stomachs. Try crafting and scheduling tweets at different times of the day to
specifically target the breakfast, lunch, or dinner crowds depending on your offerings. Have a Sleek,
Functional Online Menu Users love to do research online before ordering from or visiting your restaurant.
Some delivery sites like those mentioned below offer to publish your menu online for free. Open Menu is
another great site that can help you get your menu looking sleek and stylish it even offers some handy social
integration, for both paid and free users. Many online delivery services streamline the ordering process, and
internet-savvy patrons often love taking advantage of such delivery services. Consider partnering with services
like:
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Chapter 2 : Outstanding bar and restaurant designs. (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
A good interior design can do as much for a cafe, restaurant or bar as good food, drinks and service can. We made this
list of establishments to show you some of the best bar, cafe and restaurant designs in the world, and most of them
have even won awards for their interiors.

What makes a great restaurant or bar? How do you ensure that the customers will have a great experience and
want to return and how can the design of the space help to achieve certain business goals? These were the
questions that we wanted answers to so we decided to ask some experts. Collect this idea Blacksheep was set
up in by Tim Mutton and Jo Sampson because of their shared passion for design. Collect this idea Can you
give us a brief introduction to Blacksheep? Co-founded in by Managing Director, Tim Mutton and myself,
Blacksheep is a leading design agency specialising in the creation of exceptional branded food and beverage
experiences, designing award-winning restaurants, bars, hotels and spaces. Blacksheep has established a
global reputation for creating outstanding hospitality environments. Collect this idea How did you get
involved in hospitality design? I graduated with a first class honours degree in design, which propelled me to
fast track my career in the industry. I cut my teeth working with renowned agencies Studio De Lucchi ,
Terence Conran and United Designers who sought out and found a designer who could match and embody
their own hard-won reputations for luxury and excellence. Born in the UK, Tim was inspired to start his career
while working in bars in his early twenties. Intrigued by watching people interact and use the space in
hospitality environments, Tim went on to study Art and Design achieving a BA Hons in Interior Design. From
here, he established himself working in leading design practices including the renowned Terence Conran and
United Designers. What does this mean? We look at trends and try and stay one-step ahead so our work has
longevity. Collect this idea To what extent can the design of the restaurant or bar measurably contribute to the
effectiveness of the space as a business? The location of all the elements from circulation spaces, to seating
areas to the bar all contributes to the operations of a space. Collect this idea What strategies does Blacksheep
have in place to enable the design of venues that contribute to happier guests and higher spending? It is all
down to good planning of the place and making it work, something that customers would not be aware of.
Then it is about atmosphere, from lighting to music. People have to feel relaxed, but before we start on a
project we research extensively into the offer and the location, making sure that what we are designing is
relevant to the local or targeted demographic. Collect this idea Consumers who visit restaurants and bars
obviously do so in order to fulfil certain psychological needs. What tools and strategies do hospitality
designers have at their disposal to ensure that these needs are successfully met? The customer chooses which
venue is better suited for their particular mood or requirements. Are they going somewhere to hopefully meet
someone or are they going for an intimate dinner? This decides the choice of venue. Collect this idea What
would you say are the main design elements that affect the length of time that customers spend in a restaurant
or bar? Food, comfort and service! Service is particularly important â€” feeling welcome and wanted. Also the
atmosphere has to be conductive to helping you relax and enjoy the occasion. Collect this idea What are the
main challenges that hospitality designers are faced with today? Main challenges are clients finding good sites
at the right rents. This has a major impact for the budgets of projects and the effects on the bottom line for the
owner. As a consequence price points for food and drink can be affected, which will have a further impact on
the demographic for the restaurant. Collect this idea What are the most common mistakes that are made in the
design of restaurants and bars? Fundamental planning â€” ie kitchens, circulations etc and being able to
service a restaurant properly and atmosphere. It is key to get the right ambience, not too cold or not too loud
and from a food perspective not too many dishes. Not having a defined offer â€” less is definitely more when
it comes to mains. Collect this idea What is the most important thing to remember when designing a bar or
restaurant? Collect this idea We would like to thank Jo for giving up her time to answer our questions and for
giving us an insight into the work of Blacksheep. We would love to hear about your experiences of great
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restaurant or bar design though. Tell us what it is about your favourite restaurant or bar that keeps you coming
back and how can the design make for a better dining experience?
Chapter 3 : Outstanding bar and restaurant designs (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
Get this from a library! Outstanding bar and restaurant designs.

Chapter 4 : Denver New Restaurants and Restaurant Closings for the Week of September , | Westword
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 5 : Outstanding bar and restaurant designs - Details - Trove
Restaurants - Design and construction.; Restaurants - Design.; Bars (Drinking establishments) - Design and
construction. Summary Selection of the best examples of establishments where the name of the game is to see and be
seen with. An architecture that is unexpected, a decor often intentionally.

Chapter 6 : How to Design Restaurants & Bars that Enhance the Customer Experience - calendrierdelascie
Small front patio The Tiger Restaurant by ICrave Find this Pin and more on Restaurant Front by Le Jardin. The Tiger
Restaurant in Beverly Hills, California was designed to introduce Japanese traditions to fine dining.

Chapter 7 : James Beard restaurant and chef award winners - calendrierdelascience.com
Here are 30 restaurant logos that push people to give in to their curiosity and actually start experiencing what these
restaurants have to offer. The Galley Restaurant Logo by Jonathan Schubert Habitat by Valeria Waters.

Chapter 8 : 25 Restaurant Marketing Ideas: How to Market a Restaurant | WordStream
Stage & Arts TV & Media â€” Outstanding Bar Program. Cure, New Orleans â€” Outstanding Chef. Gabrielle Hamilton,
Prune, New York City RESTAURANT DESIGN AWARDS â€” 75 Seats and Under.

Chapter 9 : Denver's Restaurant and Bar Openings and Closings August 27 Through September 2, | Westw
To what extent can the design of the restaurant or bar measurably contribute to the effectiveness of the space as a
business? %! The location of all the elements from circulation spaces, to seating areas to the bar all contributes to the
operations of a space.
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